September 9, 2020
Corporate Prayer of the Week
That we would be able to multiply (plant) churches

Those Who Sorrow
Nabinger Family: passing of Judy Nabinger’s mother, Helen Neff
Saul Family: passing of Mike Saul
Bossard Family: passing of Sandy Bossard

Other Special Needs
Helen Yego: recovering from recent surgery
Susan Toczylowski: recovering from arthroscopic knee surgery
Libby Caldwell: recovering from a fractured wrist

MaryBeth: (mother of Jaclyn Bardakjy) cancer in abdomen; pray for financial means to continue holistic treatments not covered by insurance
William Hudgins Sr. : (son of Ed Hudgins): recovering from back surgery; had addition surgery to clear up bowel obstruction
Chris Hogan: (neighbor of Dennis Barton): terrible car accident; life threatening injuries
Jim Cornog: (father of Linda Rudd): diagnosed with terminal bladder cancer
Bennie Moran: (father of Lisa Young): tumor on lungs has grown; however, due to the harshness of side effects after two treatments, he has decided to stop the chemotherapy
Ralph Fletcher: (father of Jennifer Bumgardner):undergoing chemotherapy for cancer
Antonia Marie Angiolollo: (granddaughter of Patricia Brown): struggling with depression;
pray for comfort and peace
Angel MacLachlan: (great niece of Barb Taylor): diagnosed with stage 3 Anaplastic Astrocytoma
Kevin: (son of Bob Belkofer): cancer has returned
Dwight Simms: (brother of Vicki Murphy): recovering well after brain surgery

Salinda Messenger: recovering from foot surgery

Robert Wolf: (brother of Bill Wolf): recovering from stroke; paralyzed on right side but able to
talk

Mason Suarez: recovering from endoscopic surgery

Nancy Tucker: (former member): continuing chemotherapy treatment

Lucy Hudgins: broken back; pray for healing
Ed Hudgins: continued prayers for recovery from heart attack and ongoing back pain
Charlotte Poole: pray new medication slows down seizure activity
Martha Wolf: prayers for neurologist to find the right medication to help her
Terry Brown: prostate cancer treatments
Nelson Llewellyn: Parkinson’s disease
Joan (Ellen) Wolcott: praying for ongoing health concerns

Pray For Our Missionaries
John and Sheila Ahern—Missions To Military
Alisa Depriest– Good News Jail and Prison Ministry
Daniel and Eloisa Estrada– Spain
Lancaster Bible College

Special Requests

Don Giese: undergoing more rounds of chemotherapy

. Pray for Pastor Brady Wolcott as he preaches the word on Sunday Morning

Jean Tokarcik: multiple health concerns; Parkinson’s is getting worse

.Pray for our Pastoral Interns: Akin Omisanmi and Aaron Dinio

Herb Wrobel: suffering from multiple health conditions

.Pray for our church guests- salvation and connecting to a local church

Joan Madden: rheumatoid arthritis

.Pray for our military servicemen and women

Family and Friends

.Pray for our military: Dave Watkins

Chuck Kellam (friend of Toczylowski family): heart surgery on September 16th

.Pray for healing and unity in our country

Beatrice Williams (mother of Terry Giese): blockage in small intestine

.Pray for police officers & first responders

Art Myatt (friend of Regina Hanson): cancer returned in liver and lungs

.Shut-Ins: Donna Steese, Shirley Gildersleeve, Cheryl Hellstrom, Joan Madden, Ken
Cooper, Naomi Finch, Eddie and Lucy Hudgins

Liz Williams (niece of Terry Giese): diagnosed with cancer in lymph nodes; prayers for upcoming surgery
Steve Palmer (son in law of Jeanne Williams): diagnosed with thyroid cancer; recovering
from surgery
Peggy Gurick: heart valve leaking
Elizabeth LoGiudice: (mother of Ramona Brooks) recovering from total hip replacement
surgery; prayers for strength during recovery

.Pray for our pastors: Mark Tanious, Brady Wolcott, Jamie Miller, Bill Blackford and
Andrew Craig
.Pray for our deacons: Dan Puckett, Mike Yeager, Sam Yego, Dan Redmond, Scott Perry,
Bryce Blackford, Lou Koschmeder, Toby Byrd, Barry Modeste, Sean Brown, Don Jillson,
Jon Cachola

